So, what should a pro be worth . . . or a pro job be worth?

Obviously, a club which has successful businessmen as its members expects to hire a professional qualified to earn an income comparable to theirs. The comparison doesn't mean an unreasonably high income for the pro for the simple, logical reason that pro golf isn't among the higher income occupations. A limited market, a rather short season and the durability of most of the merchandise the pro sells cut down his revenue below the net earnings of most members.

Not Informed as to Income

A man who has been consulted as to a high percentage of job changes says that seldom has he heard of even a close estimate of a pro's earning possibilities at a private club being made by any of the members, including those on the committee that hired the pro. By the same token, committee or club members rarely have a good idea of the pro department expenses.

This man also says that in spite of the variation in character, size and activities of a club it is not too difficult to get a fairly good idea of what the pro should net. This can be determined by figuring the number of active men and women members and the amount of play, and from a general idea of the type of club. He adds that at first class private clubs, pros seem to average about five times higher earnings from male golfers than from women.

Based on Bar Revenue

Another indicator of pro earning potential at most of the better clubs is bar revenue, according to this man. Although pro dept. income from all sources invariably is considerably lower than bar income, there is a fairly definite ratio between the two at many first class metropolitan private clubs.

Another interesting point that has been observed is that clubs wanting the most pro dept. service, which calls for somewhat larger and more expensive staffs of assistants than normal, often aren't willing, for example, to share the expense by absorbing meal costs of the staff which generally works a great deal longer than union hours. A club that has a pinch-penny policy toward its pro department often is a poorly managed club.

Too Hasty in Firing

There are times when discouragement and misunderstanding rather than business incapacity produce pro job changes.

**Introductory Bill to Reduce Dues Tax**

A bill to reduce the tax on club dues and initiation fees from 20 to 10 per cent has been introduced in Congress by A. S. Herlong, Jr., Florida representative. It is known as HR-4606. It probably will be two or three months before the Ways and Means committee reports it to the floor of the House.

During the war the tax on club dues was increased from 10 to 20 per cent along with numerous others such as on jewelry, furs, night clubs, etc. Taxes on the latter were cut back to 10 per cent in recent years but nothing has been done about the club levy. As a result, clubs in the U.S. are paying at least $35,000,000 a year more in taxes than if the assessment had been cut back. Individually, numerous country clubs are paying from $50,000 to $150,000 a year more than they would under the lower rate.

Many congressmen are said to be impressed by the efforts being made by clubs to have the tax inequity corrected. Members are urged to write to their representatives asking them to vote for HR-4606 when it is reported to the floor.

Club officials decide to look around and replace their man instead of telling him what they think is wrong with his performance. They'd be smarter to retain him because of the value of his experience at the club. In some cases the officials might well make use of the friendly services of a highly regarded neighboring professional to straighten out the pro whose job is in peril.

A number of misunderstandings are the result of failures to have the pro and club obligations set forth in a contract.

One of the club obligations, too often disregarded, is that of not advising a professional far enough in advance to look for another job if the man is not going to have his contract renewed. This is a matter that should be clearly covered in the contract.

There isn't enough specific figuring when pro jobs are being considered. Even loose guesses may be helpful in bringing realities into range by putting the fig-
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